Steffes GETS system in a new development called Kapolei Lofts that will include 499 rental homes in western Oahu.

Solving renewable
energy challenges with
the Internet of Things

“This is something that an individual, family, or community can do to put a
mark on climate change. They can do something at a very local level to speed
the adoption of renewable energy.”
Kelly Murphy, Business Development Specialist, Steffes Corporation

Tilting at windmills is nothing new, but it’s taken a different turn in discussions about renewable energy. While there is
little argument about the need to reduce dependence on fossil fuel, the debate continues over how best to accomplish
this. Wind and solar energy are two obvious choices, and countries such as Germany and the United States have been
leading the way. Today, Germany produces approximately 30 percent of its electricity from renewable energy and has set a
goal to reach 45 percent production by 2030. In the United States, Hawaii has an even bigger plan to achieve 100 percent
renewable energy by 2045. However, the path to more sustainable energy hasn’t been smooth. Built and expanded over
decades, the world’s power grids are designed to handle a consistent and predictable supply and demand. Too much
generation can overwhelm the grid while insufficient generation leaves utility companies scrambling for backup solutions.
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Azure Cloud Services
Azure API Management
Azure Web Apps

